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English Social Studies Booklet for the Final Exam/ 

Grade 1 

Term 3 /2017 

Dear Parents, 

Welcome back! We are excited for the interesting lessons and projects we 

will do this term with kids. This term in E.S.S , students will take 6 lessons. 

In this booklet, you will find the first three lessons that will be required for 

the assessment then later another booklet will be given for the final exam. 

Make sure that your son/daughter has this booklet every day. If you have 

questions, we are gladly ready to answer them all. Here are the lessons 

covered this term: 

Week 1: “People and places changed". 

Week 2: “People settled”. 

Week 3: "Changing our environment". 

Week4: “Assessment”. 

Week 5: "Connecting communities". 

Week6: “Land and water resources”. 

Week7: “UAE heritage”. 

Final Exams  

 

                                                 

 

 

 

 



 

Lesson 4  

1. Read the paragraph. Then fill in the chart.        S    

Connecting communities 

Long ago, transportation and communication were much slower. 

There were no phones, airplanes, or paved roads. People moved goods 

on dirt roads by horse and wagon. They rode horses or walked instead 

of driving cars. When relatives and friends moved far away, they wrote 

letters instead of calling or emailing. Two things haven’t changed at all, 

though. People still walk and talk to connect with each other.  

People connect with each other   



 

2. What are some ways of communication people use 

today? 

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

______________________________________________ 

 

3. What information do we get from the phone, email, 

internet, and television. 

Phone Email Television 

 

Internet 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

                       Lesson 5 

               Land and water resources 

1. Read the text and answer the questions. 

People use natural resources to live. A natural resource is 

something found in nature that people can use.      

                                People use air 

People, plants, and animals need clean air to live. Some people 

use moving air to bring power to their homes. A wind turbine 

uses the wind’s energy to produce electricity.     

     

People use water  

People use water for drinking, cooking, cleaning, and growing 

plants for food. Like air, water can also be used to produce 

electricity.           

    People use land 

We grow plants and build houses on land. Trees are a very 

useful natural resource. Some farmers grow trees that make 

fruits and nuts. People use wood from trees to build furniture 

and homes. They also use wood to make paper.    

 Under the ground people can find other natural 



resources, such as coal, oil and natural gas.    

  

a) How do people use air? 

______________________________________________

______________________________________________ 

b) How do people use water? 

______________________________________________

______________________________________________ 

c) How do people use land? 

______________________________________________

______________________________________________ 

2. List 3 things that could be classified as natural 

resources.  

 

      Natural resources  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 3. Look at the natural resources shown in the pictures. 

Write at least 2 ways people use resources. 

 

 

 

 

__________________________________________  

__________________________________________ 

 

 

 

__________________________________________ 

___________________________________________ 

 



 

 

Lesson 6 

      UAE heritage 

1. Read the text and answer the questions. 

Symbols of the Country 

The national bird of the UAE is the 

Falcon. That’s why falcon became a 

symbol of the United Arab Emirates. It 

consists of a golden falcon with a disk in 

the middle, which shows the UAE flag 

and seven stars representing the seven 

Emirates of the federation. The falcon 

has 7 feathers also representing the 7 

Emirates. The falcon holds with its talons 

a red parchment bearing the name of the 

federation in Kufic script.   
 The colors of the flag of the UAE are red, 

green, black and white. Red stands for sacrifice 

and power. Green stands for prosperity 

and success. Black stands for authority and 

dignity and white stands for purity and peace.

 Palm trees are a 

symbol of food and water, 

and today they act as a 

reminder that before the 

 Symbol 

 Falcon 

 Kufic script 

 Palm tree 

 Sheikh 

Zayed 

Mosque 

 Monument 

 Heritage 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Falcon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kufic


Burj Khalifa and Emirates Palace, food and water wasn’t always so easy 

to come by in the desert.      Sheikh Zayed Grand 

Mosque in Abu Dhabi, the capital city of the United Arab Emirates, and 

is one of the greatest monument in the country. 

It was built for Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan Al Nahyan, who wanted to 

unite Islamic world with the historical and modern values of 

architecture and art. 

1/ What are some of the symbols of UAE heritage? 

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________ 

2/ What monument honors Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan Al Nahyan? 

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________ 

3. Why do you think it is important to remember our heritage? 

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________ 

4. How our heritage and traditions are related? 

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________ 

5. Draw your favorite symbol. 
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